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ARCHIBALD PITCAIRNE AND SCOTTISH HETERODOXY, C. 1688-1713*
ALASDAIR RAFFE
University of Edinburgh

Running head: Pitcairne and Scottish heterodoxy

Abstract: This article argues that the Edinburgh physician Archibald Pitcairne made a
significant and original contribution to European religious heterodoxy around 1700. Though
Pitcairne has been studied by historians of medicine and scholars of literary culture, his
heterodox writings have not been analyzed in any detail. This is partly because of their
publication in Latin, their relative rarity and considerable obscurity. The article provides a
full examination of two works by Pitcairne: his Solutio problematis de historicis; seu,
inventoribus (‘Solution of the problem concerning historians or inventors’) (1688); and the
Epistola Archimedis ad Regem Gelonem (‘Letter of Archimedes to King Gelo’) (1706). As
well as untangling their bibliographical and textual difficulties, the article places these tracts
in the context of Pitcairne’s medical, mathematical, and religious interests. A range of
readers deplored the sceptical implications of the pamphlets, but others, particularly in freethinking circles in the Netherlands, admired Pitcairne’s work. And yet Pitcairne himself was
no atheist. He doubted a priori proofs of God’s existence, but had been convinced by a
version of the argument from ‘design’. The article concludes by relating Pitcairne’s complex
religious attitudes to his background in late seventeenth-century Scotland.

What was the Scottish contribution to late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century religious
heterodoxy? To what extent did Scotland, by the 1760s a centre of moderate enlightenment,
participate in more radical free-thinking in the years around 1700? Most scholars interested
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in these problems have approached them through the case of Thomas Aikenhead, the twentyyear-old former student executed for blasphemy in Edinburgh in January 1697. Aikenhead
was said to have denounced theology, criticizing the doctrines of the Trinity, the Incarnation,
and salvation through Christ. He referred to the Old Testament as ‘Ezra’s fables’, echoing
the arguments of Thomas Hobbes and Benedict de Spinoza that Moses was not the author of
the Pentateuch. He called Christ an ‘Impostor’, Moses a magician, said that the world had
existed eternally, and, again recalling Spinoza, suggested that God and nature were one and
the same substance. The main evidence concerning Aikenhead’s attitudes and his
prosecution has long been easily available, collected in the nineteenth-century published State
trials.1 Partly for this reason, his blasphemy has been studied in detail. Michael Hunter has
argued that, though Aikenhead had a coherent set of irreligious opinions, it was the
aggressive, proselytizing manner in which he expressed himself that brought about his
execution. Michael Graham has emphasized the febrile political context of the Aikenhead
case: a panic over profanity and heterodoxy whipped up by the Kirk, whose presbyterian
constitution, re-established in 1690, seemed at risk.2
Aikenhead’s conviction says a lot about Scotland in the 1690s, but it is less clear that
his trial uncovered a distinct Scottish style of heterodoxy. Most of his alleged views were
derivative of Dutch and English writers, including Charles Blount as well as Hobbes and
Spinoza. The evidence we have suggests an incautious youth striking a pose, and expressing
provocative slogans to entertain his friends, rather than a sincere thinker with deeply
considered opinions. The purpose of this article, then, is to shift our attention away from
Aikenhead towards a stream of heterodox thought more substantial than that recalled in the
Edinburgh courtroom in December 1696. My main focus is on a group of publications by
Archibald Pitcairne (1652-1713), a physician, mathematician, neo-Latin poet, playwright,
Jacobite, and bon vivant. Pitcairne was, I contend, the most significant heterodox thinker that
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Scotland produced in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Moreover, his
career illustrates how religious free-thinking could intersect with some of the period’s wider
intellectual trends. Because of the diversity of Pitcairne’s interests, heterodox speculation
became entwined in his writings with contemporary developments in medicine, mathematics,
and classical scholarship. Scottish heterodoxy, in the works of Pitcairne, was characterized
by erudition, allusion, and playful obscurity.
Pitcairne has attracted plentiful attention from historians of medicine and natural
philosophy,3 as well as students of Scottish literary culture;4 recently his reputation as an
imaginative writer has benefited from the editorial efforts of John and Winifred MacQueen.5
But though some of these scholars have mentioned Pitcairne’s heterodox writings in passing,
none has examined them in depth. This is partly because the works were published in Latin,
have complicated textual histories, and are now relatively rare. But what is a challenge for
modern scholarship is also indicative of the nature of Pitcairne’s contemporary influence. By
writing in Latin, and publishing some editions in the Netherlands, Pitcairne aimed his
heterodox works at learned audiences and found readers beyond Scotland. The extent of his
influence is difficult to measure, but his work was known to some of the most important
promoters of irreligious writing in eighteenth-century Europe.
Archibald Pitcairne was born in Edinburgh in 1652, the son of a merchant with landed
ancestors.6 Graduating MA from Edinburgh’s town college, Pitcairne began legal training,
before moving to France and studying medicine. He received a medical degree from the
University of Rheims in 1680, returning to Edinburgh to be a founder member of its Royal
College of Physicians in 1681. Though he was named as one of the Edinburgh’s nominal
professors of medicine in 1685, his only academic teaching post was the chair of the practice
of medicine at Leiden University.7 Pitcairne took up this position in April 1692, giving an
inaugural lecture in which he argued that physicians should abandon their traditional
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approaches to medicine and instead emulate Newton’s natural philosophy.8 He stayed in
Leiden for little more than a year, but his teaching began to win followers. He spent the rest
of his career in Scotland, where he continued to develop his iatro-mathematical theory of
medicine. Synthesizing ideas from the Italians Alfonso Borelli and Lorenzo Bellini, Pitcairne
claimed to find a new certainty for medicine in mathematical reasoning.9 He also engaged in
literary projects, as a Latin poet and author of vernacular satires, which circulated in
manuscript, notably his anti-presbyterian play The assembly (1691-2) and poem Babell
(1692).10
Pitcairne built a successful medical career and had many aristocratic patients. Unlike
Aikenhead, he developed his religious and political views over the course of his middle age,
drawing on a formidable learning. His social status and connections perhaps made it unlikely
that any heterodox attitudes he professed would trigger the sort of investigation suffered by
Aikenhead. Nevertheless, Pitcairne had at least one unwelcome encounter with the law. In
1700, he was briefly imprisoned by the Scottish privy council after a letter was intercepted in
which he maligned the government and envisaged its overthrow. He successfully petitioned
for his freedom, blaming the letter’s ‘groundless news’ and ‘affectations of ffancy’ on ‘a
small Excess’, presumably of alcohol.11 While Pitcairne’s Jacobitism was obvious, his
religious attitudes were enigmatic. He apparently believed that he was haunted by the ghost
of a dead friend.12 More unusually, he gained a reputation for religious heterodoxy. In 1690,
he was accused of publicly questioning God’s existence, while participating in the graduation
ceremony at Edinburgh’s town college.13 In 1710, as we shall see in detail below, the
presbyterian Thomas Halyburton used his inaugural lecture as professor of divinity at St
Andrews University to expose the sceptical arguments of Pitcairne’s Epistola Archimedis ad
Regem Gelonem.14 In 1712, Pitcairne threatened to sue another presbyterian minister, James
Webster, who had publicly called him a ‘deist’.15 On his death in 1713, the minister and
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historian Robert Wodrow recorded that Pitcairne was ‘a professed Deist, and by many
alledged to be ane Atheist, though he has frequently professed his belife of a God, and said he
could not deny a Providence.’ Wodrow had also heard that Pitcairne met friends on Sundays
to mock the scriptures.16 The most intriguing suggestion of Pitcairne’s irreligious attitudes is
a manuscript dialogue, attributed to Pitcairne, which has been edited by Michael Hunter.
‘Pitcairneana’ expressed, in the voice of the character ‘Incredulous’, several atheistic
opinions, asserting the incoherence of the concept of incorporeal substance and questioning
whether the universe was created.17
Despite this evidence, I shall argue that Pitcairne was not an atheist, but rather a
heterodox Christian. As we shall see, he advanced arguments sceptical of historical
testimony, potentially undermining the credibility of the Bible. He preferred a simplified
religion, founded on reason, to the doctrinal complexities upheld by priests. He was hostile
to clerical power more generally. He doubted that a priori metaphysical reasoning could
prove that there was a deity; nevertheless, his anatomical studies had convinced him of the
existence of God. In his mischievous anticlericalism, and his fondness for natural religion, he
resembled his English contemporaries Charles Blount and John Toland, who are usually
described as deists. As recent scholarship has demonstrated, however, the term ‘deist’ is
slippery and imprecise, ‘a matter of convenience rather than an aid to analysis’.18 And
Pitcairne was, by background at least, a Scottish episcopalian. For him, it was not English
high-churchmen, but presbyterian fundamentalists, whose influence was to be resisted. But
while his heterodoxy took its rise from some attitudes common to Restoration episcopalians,
Pitcairne was increasingly out of sympathy with the evolving character of episcopalianism.
Before returning to the problem of classifying Pitcairne’s attitudes, the article
analyzes two publications with heterodox implications. The Solutio problematis de
historicis; seu, inventoribus (1688), which was published under Pitcairne’s name, reflected
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his studies in medicine, mathematics, and history. Though much of the Solutio concerned a
medical controversy unrelated to Christian beliefs, at least one critic thought that the work
manifested its author’s irreligious attitudes. In order to understand the Solutio’s complexities,
it is necessary to locate it in multiple intellectual contexts. The article then turns to
Pitcairne’s Epistola Archimedis ad Regem Gelonem. Scholars have recognized that this was
a heterodox work, but it has not hitherto been discussed in any detail. Finally, we consider
the evidence that convinced Pitcairne that, for all the difficulties philosophers had in proving
his existence, there was indeed a God.

I

Pitcairne’s Solutio problematis de historicis; seu, inventoribus (‘Solution of the problem
concerning historians or inventors’) was published in Edinburgh by John Reid in September
1688. A short but densely argued Latin tract, it was dedicated to Pitcairne’s fellow
physicians Archibald Stevenson (his future father-in-law) and Andrew Balfour.19 A revised
and expanded edition was published at Leiden in 1693, and it is probably this version that
appeared in Pitcairne’s collected medical dissertations of 1701. The text was again slightly
amended for inclusion in the edition of his medical dissertations published in Edinburgh in
1713. It was in a translation of the 1713 version that the Solutio first became available in
English in 1715.20 Before this, the significance of Pitcairne’s work was accessible only to the
learned, though the controversy it generated was conducted in English.
The Solutio set out what George Hepburn, Pitcairne’s student and defender, later
described as ‘a rule for deciding controversies about Inventions in Medicine and
Mathematicks’.21 The main issue at stake concerned the circulation of blood in the human
body. Was this a new discovery by William Harvey (1578-1657), and thus an achievement
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of modern investigations, or rather a phenomenon known to Hippocrates and ancient
medicine? Though Harvey’s claim is now generally accepted, a number of seventeenthcentury authorities believed that Hippocrates knew of blood circulation. Pitcairne rejected
their opinion, attributing the discovery to Harvey. Pitcairne did not specify which of
Hippocrates’ supporters had prompted his examination of the subject. Recent scholars have
suggested that Pitcairne was responding to the Dutch medic Theodoor Jansson van
Almeloveen or to Hippocrates’ French translator and biographer, André Dacier.22 An ally of
Pitcairne named two others who accepted Hippocrates’ claim: Johannes Antonides van der
Linden, an editor of Hippocrates and professor of medicine at Leiden until his death in 1664,
and his successor Charles Drelincourt. Drelincourt taught alongside Pitcairne when the latter
worked at Leiden.23 Whether or not Pitcairne had a particular target in mind, he was praising
modern learning in one of the areas where it was perceived to be in competition with ancient
wisdom. Indeed, blood circulation was soon claimed for modern science in William
Wotton’s Reflections upon ancient and modern learning (1694), a key publication in the
English dispute over ancients and moderns.24 Nevertheless, Pitcairne’s varied intellectual
preoccupations warn us against categorizing him as either an ‘ancient’ or a ‘modern’. The
Solutio had nothing to say about the broader philosophical and literary dimensions of the
debate.25
In making his argument, Pitcairne was not only concerned to review passages in
Hippocrates’ writings that were alleged to refer to blood circulation. More ambitiously,
Pitcairne tried to establish logical procedures for assessing all claims of intellectual priority
and reliability. He began by distinguishing between two types of case: those in which the
‘authority of the inventors or historians ... enters into the conditions of the problem’, and
others in which their authority does not enter ‘into the conditions of the problem’.26 The
subject of the first category was historical testimony. When examining a report of an event in
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the past, readers must accept that its writer was a reliable witness in order to believe his or
her statements. Thus the writer’s authority is part of the scholarly problem of verifying his or
her testimony about the past.27 But the question of whether Hippocrates knew of blood
circulation was not of this kind. To resolve the debate, it was necessary to set aside the high
opinion that many physicians held of Hippocrates, and evaluate the evidence in his known
works. To be counted the author of an ‘invention’, Pitcairne argued, a writer must clearly
have stated the principles from which the invention could be derived. Moreover, the writer
ought to have explained the invention itself, and should not have concentrated on matters of
less significance, or points that contradict the supposed discovery. Having set out these
abstract principles, Pitcairne went on to argue that Hippocrates had known of some facts
relating to circulation, but that he did not exhibit an understanding sufficient to be called the
discoverer of the phenomenon.28
As well as addressing this question, Pitcairne took the opportunity of publication to
present a mathematical discovery that he attributed to his friend David Gregory, professor of
mathematics at Edinburgh’s town college.29 Indeed, another associate of Pitcairne claimed
that the Solutio was ‘Writen [sic] on purpose to serve a friend’, presumably Gregory.30
Gregory’s breakthrough – what is now referred to as the binomial theorem – derived from
Isaac Newton’s work on calculus, which the English mathematician developed in the 1660s,
but which remained unpublished in 1688. John Craig, one of Gregory’s students, visited
Cambridge in 1685, read some of Newton’s manuscripts, and communicated his
understanding to Gregory and Pitcairne. Gregory then elaborated the principles described by
Craig. After the appearance of the Solutio, Craig expressed himself ‘astonished ... to find no
mention made of Mr Newton’ in the tract.31 But Gregory had worked more independently of
Newton than Craig recognized. If the report of Gregory’s findings in the Solutio was meant
to assert the Scottish mathematician’s priority – in the same way as Pitcairne had claimed
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discovery of the circulation for Harvey – Newton seems to have taken little offence. It was
only in 1691, in a letter to Gregory, that Newton referred to Craig’s role as an intermediary
between Cambridge and Edinburgh.32 Newton received Pitcairne at Cambridge in March
1692, while the latter was travelling to take up his chair in Leiden. Newton gave Pitcairne a
nearly complete manuscript ‘On the nature of acids’, which Pitcairne lent to Gregory, and
both Scots quickly absorbed its ideas into their medical thinking.33 Whatever importance
Newton and Pitcairne attached to discovery and priority, they were willing to share their
findings. Nevertheless, it is significant that Pitcairne removed all reference to Gregory and
the binomial theorem when he revised the Solutio for republication.
In fact, the section of Pitcairne’s pamphlet that proved especially offensive was the
discussion of cases in which the inventor’s authority ‘enters into the conditions of the
problem’. To understand the provocation, we need to place the Solutio in a further context:
that of the rivalry among Edinburgh physicians in the 1690s. In 1695, Apollo mathematicus:
or the art of curing diseases by the mathematicks, a book ridiculing Pitcairne, was published
in Edinburgh. Though anonymous, pamphlets published in response revealed it to be the
work of the physician Sir Edward Eizat. Eizat’s attack was one product of a long-running
controversy over the treatment of fevers, in which Pitcairne and other fellows of the Royal
College exchanged polemics with Andrew Brown, a self-taught Scottish disciple of the
English empirical physician Thomas Sydenham.34 Pitcairne and Eizat, as traditionally
educated members of the medical establishment, should have been able to agree in their
opposition to Brown’s unconventional practice. But when in November 1694 Pitcairne read a
dissertation at the Royal College about the cure of fevers, he exposed the deep divisions
created by his own approach. Apollo mathematicus was the most significant response to
Pitcairne, but Eizat was not alone in his views: Pitcairne’s allies linked Eizat to the physicians
Sir Robert Sibbald and Robert Trotter.35 The Royal College split into two factions, and in
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November 1695 Sibbald’s group engineered the suspension of Pitcairne and his associates.36
By this time, the debate over Pitcairne’s writings was no longer confined to intramural
discussions and learned Latin, but burst forth in vernacular pamphlets laced with gossip and
insults.
In Apollo mathematicus, Eizat reviewed Pitcairne’s methodological pronouncements
across his career. According to Eizat, Pitcairne had been wrong in his Leiden inaugural
lecture to claim that medicine was held back by the divisions between philosophical sects. It
was absurd for Pitcairne to propose mathematics as a solution.37 Indeed, Pitcairne falsely
promised to bring certainty to medicine, which in Eizat’s view was a ‘practical Art’ based on
trial and error, following the example of Hippocrates.38 The focus of Eizat’s critique was the
unhelpful, indeed dangerous, appropriation of mathematical methods by Pitcairne and his
supporters. Furthermore, Eizat insinuated that Pitcairne’s personal behaviour and immoral
conduct compromised his medical practice. According to Eizat, doctors who held mistaken
theories did less harm to their patients than other physicians who were addicted to ‘Drinking,
or lying and Swearing, bantering the Scripture, and ridiculing Religion’. ‘For how shall he
that Fears not GOD regard the Life of Man? or he that destroys his own Health with
Surfeiting and Drunkenness, prescribe good Rules for the Health of another?’39
According to Eizat, it was not only Pitcairne’s lifestyle that was irreligious, but also
his probabilistic analysis of historical testimony. In this respect, the Solutio had echoed some
of the assumptions of recent latitudinarian historians, including Edward Stillingfleet and the
Scot Gilbert Burnet, from 1689 bishops of Worcester and Salisbury respectively. Their
historical approach was made explicit in John Locke’s Essay concerning human
understanding (1689), which explained that one of the grounds of probable belief was the
‘Testimony of others’. When evaluating testimonies, Locke argued, we should consider ‘1.
The Number. 2. The Integrity. 3. The Skill of the Witnesses. 4. The Design of the Author,
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where it is a Testimony out of a Book cited. 5. The Consistency of the Parts, and
Circumstances of the Relation. 6. Contrary Testimonies.’40 Covering some of these points,
the Solutio asserted that readers of a historical source must evaluate the credibility of its
author. Pitcairne had gone on to argue that historical accounts mediated by persons other
than their original authors were liable to alteration in the process. Testimony that was passed
on orally, rather than in writing, was also vulnerable to being partially forgotten in
transmission.41 Quoting in English translation the passage in the Solutio outlining these
principles, Eizat concluded that Pitcairne’s ‘Doctrine strikes at the Root, and shakes the
Foundation of all historical Certainty, whether the History be Sacred or Profane’. Biblical
narratives depended on the reliability of their writers, and had been passed down through
many hands.42 Thus it was dangerously sceptical for Pitcairne to allege that ‘we are more
certain of things demonstrated’ – demonstrated by mathematical reasoning – ‘than of any
thing taken from a belief in history’.43 Eizat countered that there were some matters not
subject to formal demonstration that nevertheless ‘carry such an Evidence along with them,
as determines almost necessarly our Assent’. Christ’s resurrection fell into this category.
The alarming implication of Pitcairne’s scepticism was that we should doubt even Christian
history.44
For George Hepburn, one of the defenders of Pitcairne among the Edinburgh medical
community, Eizat’s denial of scepticism flew in the face of common sense. Eizat’s argument
would suggest that the stories ‘told by travellers and seamen about the Towns in China, are as
evidently true and certain, as it is evident that two and two make four’. Moreover, Pitcairne
had warned against any anti-Christian use of his analysis. Here Hepburn quoted a sentence
from the Solutio that Eizat had ignored: ‘if Aristotle and Hippocrates are accepted as
infallible, we can be more certain about the things handed down [by them], than about other
things that we accept on trust from other historians’.45 According to Hepburn, this rather
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arcane statement proved that the Solutio ‘treats only of Historians or Observators that are not
inspir’d’, and that Pitcairne thought that ‘we have more than an Historical certainty of what is
taught in the sacred Scriptures’.46 Whether or not Pitcairne intended his sentence to convey
this meaning is unclear: he did not believe that Hippocrates or Aristotle was infallible, and
yet he did not explicitly say that the Bible did have this quality. The sentence Hepburn
quoted began ‘Eadem de caussa [i.e. causa]’ – ‘for the same reason’ – linking it logically to
the previous sentence, in which Pitcairne argued that orally transmitted testimony was less
reliable than testimony in writing. And the quoted sentence was followed by another, which
concluded the paragraph, stating that ‘we are always able to be more certain about the truth of
the observations of those who are able to repeat [their observations] at will, than about
observations that were formerly related and cannot be established again’.47 Again this did
nothing to limit the scope of Pitcairne’s scepticism. In spite of Hepburn’s attempts to defend
his mentor, it is evident that the Solutio could be understood to promote a general scepticism
towards all historical texts.
Hepburn sought to minimize the likelihood that readers would extend Pitcairne’s
strictures from secular to sacred texts. But if Pitcairne himself thought about the obvious
implications of his argument for the authority of the Bible, he was not alone. Indeed, in 1699
Pitcairne’s former associate John Craig would explicitly analyse the theme in his Theologiae
Christianae principia mathematica. To understand this aspect of the Solutio’s significance,
we must introduce yet another context: the development of algebraic analyses of probability.
Stimulated by the demands of legal reasoning, the quantitative approaches to chance of
Christiaan Huygens and the Port-Royal Logic (1662), and more recently by Locke’s
discussion of degrees of assent in the Essay and the mathematical achievements of Newton’s
Principia (1687), the 1690s saw a proliferation of attempts to understand probability.48 In
1692, John Arbuthnot, a Scottish mathematician and friend of Gregory and Pitcairne,
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published Of the laws of chance. This work disseminated for the first time in English the
principles of Huygens’ ground-breaking work on probability De ratiociniis in ludo aleae
(1657).49 In a medical dissertation of 1693, Pitcairne himself drew on the reasoning outlined
in Huygens’ work.50 And in 1699, the scholarly English clergyman George Hooper wrote a
short paper for the Royal Society’s Philosophical Transactions on ‘A calculation of the
credibility of human testimony’. More mathematical than Pitcairne’s discussion in the
Solutio, Hooper considered similar points, notably ‘the Truth of either Oral or Written
Tradition, Successively transmitted’.51
Of greater significance for religious belief was John Craig’s Theologiae Christianae
principia mathematica. Like his fellow episcopalians Gregory and Arbuthnot, Craig had
responded to the resurgence of Scottish presbyterianism at the revolution of 1688-90 by
making a career in England, in his case as a clergyman in the established Church. Selfconsciously applying to theology what he claimed were Newtonian methods, Craig’s book
argued that the probability of the gospels’ testimony was gradually declining, as the
suspicions of successive generations increased. To understand this process, Craig
endeavoured to quantify, and to supply formulae describing, the balance of probability and
suspicion. This allowed him to predict when the probability of sacred history should
disappear, and to draw his much-derided conclusion that ‘For Christ to come [again], 1454
years must first elapse’.52 As with Pitcairne’s Solutio, Craig’s probabilistic reasoning made
many readers uncomfortable. The Anglican minister John Edwards described Craig’s book
as ‘scandalous and prophane’, and asserted that the probability of Christ’s history would
increase over time, as it was acclaimed by a growing number of witnesses.53 The
mathematician Humphry Ditton did not dissent from Craig to this extent, but he alleged that
there ‘is no Decrease of the Probability or Credibility of Testimony, deliver’d by faithful,
careful, and knowing Witnesses; tho propagated through a Series of Ages’.54 While Craig’s
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critics did not refer to Pitcairne (indeed, Ditton did not explicitly mention Craig), their views
illustrate some of the possible reactions to the use of probabilistic arguments about historical
evidence. The revised version of the Solutio, republished in 1713, lacked the sentence that,
according to Hepburn, clarified that the Bible was above suspicion. Early readers of the
English translation might have been familiar with some of the responses to Craig. Whatever
Pitcairne’s original intention was when he wrote the Solutio in 1688, over time it became
more, rather than less, plausible to apply its scepticism to Christian history and thus to find a
heterodox message in the work.

II

The Epistola Archimedis ad Regem Gelonem (‘Letter of Archimedes to King Gelo’) was a
satire on religious belief and its political uses, which mocked in an oblique but devastating
fashion core Christian doctrines. The work purported to be a newly identified letter from the
ancient mathematician Archimedes (c. 287-212 BC) to King Gelo, co-ruler of Syracuse with
his father Hiero before their deaths in 215 BC. Indeed, Pitcairne began the letter by referring
to Arenarius, or The sand-reckoner, a genuine work by Archimedes, which was addressed to
King Gelo.55 But it seems that few if any readers believed that the Epistola was of classical
origin, and Pitcairne’s authorship was widely known.
It is unclear when Pitcairne wrote the Epistola. It was possibly the outcome of the
musings that led him, in a letter of 1694, to declare his ‘vast propensitie to writ the Relligio
mathematici, or Euclidis’, a work that he thought could not be printed in his lifetime.56
Pitcairne had a version of the Epistola – with Archimedes in place of Euclid as his
mathematical spokesman – in manuscript, but probably not yet in print, in 1704, when he
offered to ‘transcribe it’ and send a copy to the earl of Roxburgh.57 It has been assumed that
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Pitcairne originally composed the Epistola around the same time as the Solutio, perhaps
intending to publish the works together.58 On this point, scholars seem to have been misled
by the Epistola’s title, which incorporated one of Pitcairne’s learned jokes. The Epistola, the
title-pages of the printed editions claimed, had been ‘found at Alba Graeca [Belgrade] in the
year of the Christian era 1688’. It is tempting to read this as an allusion to its date of
composition. But Pitcairne had in mind another event of 1688, the siege of Ottoman
Belgrade by imperial forces that September. In the course of the siege, it was claimed, a
Frenchman unearthed previously unknown fragments (later shown to be spurious) of
Petronius’ classical novel the Satyricon.59 Pitcairne’s letter to Roxburgh of 1704 mentioned
this discovery, and we can infer that it inspired him to ‘find’ the Epistola at Belgrade in 1688.
There are four surviving versions of the Epistola as a separate printed pamphlet.
None has a date or publication details, but it is possible to identify the order in which the
editions were produced. As we shall see shortly, we can also establish the dates of at least
some of the versions. What appears to be the first edition is in octavo format and has fifteen
numbered pages.60 In a second printed version of the Epistola, in octavo format with fortyseven numbered pages, corrections have been made to the text, which has been expanded
with two lengthy passages not in the fifteen-page edition.61 A further correction and an
addition have been made in a version otherwise identical to the second, but with forty-eight
numbered pages. Following the forty-eighth page is a list of errata.62 In a fourth version of
the Epistola, the work has been entirely reset to make a quarto pamphlet of sixteen numbered
pages. The text is substantially the same as that of the forty-eight-page version, with most of
the corrections made and a few accidentals changed. To the title-page was added a statement
that the Epistola contained information about the origin of the soul, religion and superstition,
prodigies and prophecies.63
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Internal evidence, then, suggests that the fifteen-page Epistola was the first version,
and the forty-seven-, forty-eight-, and sixteen-page versions respectively the second, third,
and fourth. We can now attempt to date these editions. The fifteen-page edition was
published in 1706. A manuscript in Pitcairne’s hand, which was perhaps intended as a
preface to the second edition, stated that the Epistola was first printed in that year in
Amsterdam by George Gallet.64 David Gregory wrote that the Epistola ‘is printed at
Amsterdam, Summer 1706, by Mr [John] Drummonds means’.65 Leiden University Library’s
copy of the sixteen-page edition was formerly possessed by the scholarly journalist Prosper
Marchand (1678-1756); his annotations to the fly-leaf record that the fifteen- and forty-eightpage versions were published in 1688 at Rotterdam by the Quaker Benjamin Furly. But we
should probably discount this later evidence and conclude that the Epistola’s first edition was
published in 1706.66
The expanded forty-seven- and forty-eight-page versions of the Epistola were
probably published in 1712 or 1713. In June of that year, Pitcairne sent the duke of
Roxburgh what he called ‘the true old relligion of Archimedes’, noting that ‘a new shall be
shortlie printed with addition’.67 Pitcairne might have been referring to the forty-seven-page
edition, but if he was responsible for all the passages added to the Epistola, we can infer that
the forty-eight-page version was also published before his death in 1713. It was the last to
appear in Pitcairne’s lifetime. Marchand’s annotations on his copy of the sixteen-page
edition indicate that it was published at The Hague by Henry Scheurleer in 1716. Here
Marchand, who had recently lived in The Hague and was to move back there in the 1720s, is
presumably reliable.68 The sixteen-page edition was included without alteration in
Scheurleer’s 1722 edition of the dissertations of Pitcairne, again suggesting that Scheurleer
published the sixteen-page version.69
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Unlike the brisk, analytical Solutio, the Epistola was meandering and conversational,
enlivened with anecdotes and historical narration.70 It began with Archimedes recalling an
earlier exchange with King Gelo, who had asked whether geometry could ‘lead to the
knowledge of everything’, and if it ‘could disclose to us the very nature of the divine and the
powerful forces of all things’. Gelo had also requested information about the doctrines of
different religions.71 After alluding to the second Punic war, in which he was involved as an
engineer of military machines, Archimedes began his answer with some remarks about
astronomy, to which we shall return below. Archimedes then described his meeting with
Archias, a physician. Though not solely committed to one school, Archias tended to follow
Eristratus (c. 304-250 BC), imitating his dissections of the heart and studies of blood
circulation. Archias was admired by geometers and did not seek to profit from his medical
practice. In short, enough was said for informed readers to associate Archias with Pitcairne,
and perhaps to equate Eristratus with William Harvey.72
Though Archimedes described some of his acquaintance’s medical practice, most of
the teachings of Archias related to Gelo’s interest in religious beliefs. After discussing
ancient Etruscan and Roman religion, the letter reported Archias’s general approach to
comparing religions. It was, he thought, necessary to distinguish between those principles
that ‘are peculiar and proper to a sect’, and those that the sect shared with all others.73 In the
second category were maxims such as ‘do not do to others what you do not wish to be done
to you’, from which derived principles of justice that ‘existed the same among all peoples’.74
Because these norms of morality were recognized by devotees of all religions, believers were
not made better people by following one sect rather than another. Indeed, Rome did not
become a more just society after the revelation of its early religion.75 The introduction of a
religion simply brought with it new specific articles of belief.
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The founders of each sect, Archias continued, paid less attention to the general
principles common to all than to the particular doctrines of their own religion. The same was
true of the priests of the various sects. Indeed, citizens were more likely to face priestly
criticism when they broke their sect’s specific rules than when they behaved unjustly.76
Gaining authority over their followers by asserting these distinctive teachings, priests also
had the potential to alter popular understanding of the more general notions of justice. ‘He
who, by the sole authority of Numa [Pompilius] or the Pontifex, believes parricide to be
illicit, will believe and comply should Numa confirm that parricide is licit’. Because of this,
a religious believer might well be a better citizen were he not part of his sect.77 Thus the
Epistola revealed a decided preference for natural religion, based on values common to
humanity, over revealed belief. According to Archimedes and Archias, the norms of justice
were ‘installed in the minds of man by Jupiter Optimus Maximus, in the same way as the
power is installed by which we know that two and two make four’.78 It was human nature,
not the sectarian teaching of priests, that made men fit for society.
The heterodox message of the Epistola can be understood in several ways. First, we
can argue that Pitcairne joined the English campaign against ‘priestcraft’, a term used to
highlight the accumulation of authority and abuse of power by clergymen.79 A passage added
to the Epistola after its first edition went as far as to suggest that no self-styled holy men and
miracle workers were to be trusted, even if they inculcated piety and morality.80 But there
were crucial differences between Pitcairne’s Epistola and the anticlerical works of Blount,
Toland and others. Most obvious were Pitcairne’s strenuous efforts – albeit they were
unsuccessful – to disguise his authorship, publishing anonymously, in Latin, what purported
to be an ancient text, and employing a Dutch printer. The work’s Dutch publication can be
attributed in part to continuing government restrictions on Scottish printing presses, which
did not experience anything comparable to the lapse of the English licensing act in 1695.81
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But there was another consideration, of equal or greater importance. By publishing in Latin
in Amsterdam, Pitcairne was aiming at a readership more educated and international than that
of English-language anticlerical writings. He had connections with free-thinking Dutch
intellectuals, probably dating from his time in Leiden. Perhaps contacts such as the merchant
and intellectual Adriaan Verwer helped to promote the Epistola in the Netherlands.82 As
Marchand’s familiarity with the Epistola suggests, the work continued to interest heterodox
readers beyond Scotland after Pitcairne’s death. And it is particularly significant that the
Epistola was published in 1716 by Henry Schleureer. Not only did Schleureer print works by
English free-thinkers including Anthony Collins and the third earl of Shaftesbury, but he was
closely connected to Charles Levier, the printer in 1719 of the notoriously heterodox work La
vie et l’esprit de Mr. Benoit de Spinosa, otherwise known as the Traité des trois imposteurs.83
A second dimension in the Epistola’s heterodoxy concerns the use of ancient history
to reflect on the social effects of religion. In some ways, Pitcairne’s discussion echoed earlier
analyses of ‘civil religion’.84 Most notably, the Epistola’s references to Numa Pompilius, the
mythical second king of Rome, recalled discussions by writers including Niccolò
Machiavelli, Gabriel Naudé, and Thomas Hobbes, who alleged that Numa promoted religion
to uphold his authority. Later, Numa appeared in a similar light in the Traité des trois
imposteurs.85 But if Pitcairne’s choice of example was conventional, he nevertheless
presented an interpretation different to that of his predecessors. Rather than emphasizing the
political purpose of Numa’s piety, he questioned the moral value of Roman religion. As we
have noted, the Epistola claimed that the ‘Romans did not become holier supporters of justice
and honesty after the precepts of the goddess Egeria were received through Numa’.
Religious observances did not make the Romans more virtuous, and the same was true of the
Etruscans under their religion.86 For Pitcairne, then, the story of Numa exposed the
redundancy of civil religion, not its social utility.
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Pitcairne pursued a third, equally controversial, theme: the absurd beliefs that are
sometimes accepted on the basis of human testimony. As the Epistola related, the ancient
Etruscan religion was thought to have been revealed by Tages, a prophet resembling a young
boy, who was suddenly discovered by farmers ploughing a field.87 Later in the text,
Archimedes asserted that the Romans would not believe it ‘if three countrymen ... together
with female attendants ... affirmed that they had seen Amilcar’, the former leader of the
Carthaginians, ‘return to life’.88 Nor would it be credited that Hannibal won his battles over
the Romans at Ticinus, Trebia and Trasimene concurrently, rather than in succession, by
dividing himself into three persons able to act separately, though they constituted one
Hannibal.89 These three passages seem obscure, but they could be read as commentaries on
the doctrines of Christ’s nativity, resurrection, and the Trinity. This, indeed, was how
Prosper Marchand understood the passages.90 Thomas Halyburton thought that the Epistola’s
slighting account of the supposed immortality and receipt into heaven of Romulus questioned
Christ’s resurrection and ascension, and that the discussion of Hannibal alluded to the
Trinity.91 Another critic referred to the Epistola as ‘the Latin Letter about the Trinity’.92
Pitcairne himself asserted that the section about Hannibal satirized the Catholic and Lutheran
doctrine of the real presence, by mocking its claim that Christ could be in many places at
once.93 But Pitcairne’s critics could maintain that he was ridiculing fundamental Christian
beliefs, while drawing attention to the dubious testimony on which they rested. The
Epistola’s discussion of ancient sects constituted an assault on revealed religion, not on a
single Christian community.
Another commentary on the sceptical agenda of the Epistola was offered by
Halyburton’s inaugural lecture. Halyburton summarized the Epistola’s analysis of religions
in terms of their specific principles and the general tenets of morality. Whatever its merits,
Halyburton argued, this understanding overlooked the special status of Christianity. Not only
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had Christianity been propagated faster than other religions, but its particular doctrines were
closely entwined with common norms. It was Christianity’s special teachings – about the
necessity of divine grace – that allowed its followers to observe the universal principles of
justice.94 Halyburton then examined a passage in which Archimedes stated a geometrical rule
for comparing religions. This section of the Epistola, it might be noted, shared some
assumptions with John Craig’s Theologiae Christianae principia mathematica. Archimedes
proposed that the ‘quantity of credibility’ appropriate to each religion’s specific tenets was
proportionate to the number of its early proselytizers. This allowed him to maintain that
shared codes of justice were the most credible of all principles, being testified to by humanity
as a whole.95 Again, Halyburton thought that this missed the point. Christianity rested on
divine testimony, not simply on the statements of human witnesses. It was thus greatly more
reliable than the beliefs discussed in the Epistola. Nor was it the case that all human
testimony was to be treated equally. Pitcairne’s aim, Halyburton complained, was clear: ‘to
support the faith of any given religion only on the testimony of men, and then to be able to
cast doubt upon the merits of this testimony’.96
Of course, the Epistola was explicitly concerned with ancient religious beliefs;
Christians might reasonably claim that these derived from human testimony. Nevertheless,
what Archimedes proposed was a way of examining all religions. Indeed, another critic of
the Epistola, the earl of Cromarty, asserted that Pitcairne’s analysis of the credibility of
religions was an argument ‘for Heathenism and Paganism, against the Apostolick Doctrine’.
Cromarty, who read the Epistola in March 1707 and was the first to respond in English,
perhaps raising awareness of the work, agreed with Halyburton that God’s word in favour of
Christianity was infinitely more reliable than human testimony for the ancient religions.97
Moreover, as we have noted, the Epistola compared Christianity and pagan beliefs by
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insinuation, suggesting that some Christian dogmas were as ridiculous as the fables of the
ancients.

III

Our examination of the Epistola has shown that Pitcairne was critical of priestcraft and
sceptical of apparently unreasonable doctrines founded on testimony. But he was not an
atheist. The key to understanding Pitcairne’s belief in a deity is that, while he rejected
abstract a priori arguments for God’s existence, he was convinced by a posteriori evidence,
what we now call the argument from ‘design’. At least twice in his correspondence, Pitcairne
made explicit his refusal to accept proofs of God’s existence based on reason alone. In 1706,
the year of the Epistola’s publication, Pitcairne wrote to David Gregory that he was ‘clear
that metaphysics can never prove a Deity’, and thus thought that ‘our churchmen here have
no ground not to be Atheists’.98 In the same year, he repeated the sentiment in a letter to
Adriaan Verwer.99
But while metaphysicians were unable to demonstrate God’s existence, natural
philosophers had the proof within their grasp. In the wake of Newton’s Principia, of course,
the latter point was commonplace. According to Christian apologists, notably Richard
Bentley and Samuel Clarke when delivering the lectures endowed by Robert Boyle’s will, the
effects of gravity were explicable only with reference to God’s creation and government of
the universe.100 Early in the Epistola, Pitcairne had his Archimedes echo this line of
apologetic, by mentioning the force that kept the earth in its orbit around the sun, which he
took to be evidence of divine guidance of the cosmos. Pitcairne’s Archimedes, like the
historical mathematician in his Sand-reckoner, referred to the astronomer Aristarchus of
Samos (c. 310-230 BC), who envisaged a heliocentric system. But translated to a late
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seventeenth- or early eighteenth-century context, this passage of the Epistola suggests that
Pitcairne accepted the theistic reading of the Principia.101 In the mid 1690s, and again in
1706, Pitcairne repeatedly asked his English correspondents for news of Newton’s religious
thoughts.102
Pitcairne did not discover gravity, but he made his own contribution to the argument
from design. Responding to Sir Edward Eizat in 1695, George Hepburn claimed that
Pitcairne’s writings contained ‘a demonstration of the Deity’s existence’, and thus his friend
could not be accused of atheism.103 To Verwer, Pitcairne wrote that he had ‘proved God’s
existence by the known circulation of the blood’.104 And in the manuscript note that may
have been intended as a preface to the Epistola, Pitcairne referred to ‘that demonstration
which was (in my dissertation concerning the circulation of blood in living animals and
embryos, published in Leiden in 1693) exhibited fully, which taught the fanatics the existence
of God’.105 The dissertation in question was defended on 6 June 1693, and the student
respondent was none other than George Hepburn.106 In a terse passage at the start of the
dissertation, Pitcairne argued that blood circulation was a divinely created faculty whose
appearance in new-born infants could not be explained by purely material processes. To
make this case, he started by reiterating his view that the circulation was a self-contained
system for moving particles and secreting them to appropriate parts of the body. The heart,
circulation, and medullary substance (spine marrow) of embryos were ready to begin
operating immediately on birth. Because ‘the Powers of the Heart and Medullary Substance
had the same Beginning, and act together’, Pitcairne reasoned, ‘no Animal is ever produced
Mechanically’. In reproduction, he concluded, sperm brings to the ovary ‘an Animal ...
which before enjoyed the Circulation of the Blood, and the Benefit of Life’. Pitcairne, this
passage suggests, accepted the animalculist version of the preformation theory of generation:
like many of his contemporaries, he thought that each sperm contained a microscopic
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preformed organism, which would grow when brought into contact with an egg from the
female parent. Pitcairne drew a theistic conclusion from his analysis, claiming that it was
clinching evidence of God’s existence. ‘I know not whether they who stile themselves
Theologians and Interpreters of Jove ever produced any thing more worthy of Jove, or more
glorious to Mankind’.107 And Pitcairne thought highly enough of this reasoning to refer to it
in the Epistola, where it was noted that Archias’s dissections had persuaded Archimedes that
there was a limit to mechanical explanations in anatomy, and that the human body was a
divine creation.108

IV

What was the nature of Archibald Pitcairne’s religious beliefs? Perhaps we should start with
his brief poetic ‘confession of faith’, written on 25 December 1712, his sixtieth birthday. In
this, he testified to his belief that Christ was the son of God, was worthy of worship, and had
assumed human form, issuing commandments that humans should follow so as to become
‘demigods’. Of these commandments, Pitcairne emphasized the imperatives to do as you
would be done by and to be loyal to ‘Caesar’.109 In his manuscript note relating to the
Epistola, Pitcairne likewise asserted that he was a Christian. He defined Christianity with
reference to three scriptural passages: Mark 11:22, in which Christ exhorted Peter to have
faith in God; John 17:3, where Christ anticipated eternal life; and 1 Corinthians 8:4-6,
asserting that there is one God. The Epistola, Pitcairne explained, intended to show how
much religious knowledge Archimedes could obtain, relying solely on principles implanted in
the mind by God.110 Pitcairne thought that a kind of natural religion could be derived from
innate ideas; this was an assumption he shared with Lord Herbert of Cherbury, whose De
veritate (1624) influenced the late seventeenth-century English deists. But Pitcairne’s
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personal beliefs also drew on the teachings of the Bible. He had confidence in reason, then,
but did not reject revelation. The Christianity to which Pitcairne adhered was a simple faith,
expressed primarily in moral conduct and obedience to authority.
Historians have struggled to classify Pitcairne’s religion. Anita Guerrini has
described the circle around Gregory and Pitcairne as ‘High Church Anglicans’, a category
that is of little use in Pitcairne’s Scottish context.111 As John Friesen points out, Scottish
episcopalians of Pitcairne’s generation formed their views in reaction to presbyterianism.112
Thus Guerrini’s more recent formulation, that Pitcairne was probably ‘a devoted, if not
devout, Episcopalian’, is more revealing, but does not easily accommodate the deist themes
in his writings.113 Roger Emerson was perhaps closer to the mark when he called Pitcairne
‘hardly an ordinary or orthodox Episcopalian’.114 But the problem with these interpretations
is that they pay insufficient attention to the evolving character of episcopalianism. By the
end of his life, Pitcairne was more out of step with the views of leading episcopalians than he
had been as a young man. This was a result both of the articulation of his own thought, and
the emergence of a more doctrinaire episcopalian culture.
Pitcairne held several attitudes that were typical of episcopalians in the Restoration
period. First, he emphasized loyalty to the king. After the revolution of 1688-90, in common
with most committed episcopalians, Pitcairne became a Jacobite. Second, there was his focus
on a basic core of belief. The episcopalian Church of the Restoration period did not impose
any specific confession of faith, and its leaders promoted a simplified Christianity, against the
dogmatic subtleties of presbyterianism.115 And third, Pitcairne shared the anticlerical ethos of
the elite episcopalian laity, for whom episcopacy, lay ecclesiastical patronage, and royal
supremacy were means of subordinating hitherto presumptuous parish ministers – and
presbyterian demagogues – to lay power.116
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In his scepticism of historical testimony, and more particularly in his interest in
natural religion and hostility to priestcraft, Pitcairne’s preoccupations resembled those of the
English deists. While it is misleading to call Pitcairne a ‘deist’, we can certainly conclude
that he wrote about deist topics. We can also interpret his analysis of natural religion as a
development – albeit an idiosyncratic one – from the credal minimalism characteristic of
Restoration episcopalianism. Furthermore, Pitcairne’s anticlericalism was an extreme form
of the general late seventeenth-century phenomenon, exacerbated by his dislike of individual
presbyterian ministers. But as he was expressing his religious views, from the late 1680s
onwards, Scottish episcopalianism was changing. Though it remained a diverse culture,
encompassing a spectrum of believers from Calvinists to mystics, its leaders increasingly
emphasized divine-right views of Church government, and made associated claims about the
necessity of the episcopal ordination of clergy.117 The doctrinal drift of Scottish
episcopalianism was thus in the direction of greater rigidity, at the very time that Pitcairne
was publishing his sceptical and anticlerical writings.118
Unlike Thomas Aikenhead, with his quotable but shallow irreligious catchphrases,
Archibald Pitcairne drew on a wide range of intellectual interests to forge a substantial
heterodoxy. There is evidence that his Solutio, and more especially the Epistola, found
readers, who appreciated at least some of the works’ complexities, in Scotland, England, and
the Netherlands. And yet Pitcairne wrote in a deliberately opaque manner, in the language of
the educated. His approach was far from the brash vernacular deism of Charles Blount. In its
allusive, suggestive style, moreover, his work had little in common with the irreligious
system-building of Spinoza. If Pitcairne was a scoffer at religion, his mockery took a highly
erudite form. All of these characteristics, I think, reflect the constraints on heterodox writing
in late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century Scotland. Pitcairne was addressing a small,
international audience; he knew that it was unwise to advance irreligious messages openly, or
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in ways accessible to ordinary readers. Not only was this context of publication more
characteristic of Scotland than of England, but Pitcairne’s attitudes were those of a wayward
Scottish episcopalian, not an Anglican high-churchman or a deist. For all his obscurity,
Pitcairne was an authentically Scottish voice of religious heterodoxy.
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